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City’s population growth Sundae afternoon
may benefit university
By Shelf)) Grad
Daily staff writer
Sprawling San Jose. long
ered the arm pit of Bay Alea
has overtaken San Francisco in population and is now the third largest
metropolis in the state.
And at SJSU. which has often
been cast in the shadows of other
universities like Stanford and the
University of California at Berkeley
officials are cheering the milestone.
"I believe this is just one more indication that San Jose is a C1111111111nity on the move," said Disk Stale,.
SJSU’s public information officer.
’SJSU has been a part of this community for more than a century and
will play an increasing role in the future of San Jose."
San Jose’s population increased
by 10.11.10 this year to 738,400. edging out Sun Francisco. which
dropped by 4.800 to 731,700.

id i_i to Linda \ onrou areIi analy st tot the state Department .0 r111.111l.
S.1111.1 ( liiiCounty had an overall
!Micas,. in population sit I 5.300: of
those. ,.995 people moved to the
ills hom other parts 01 the coun-

try. Vinton/ said.
Nearly 6.1100 people left San
Francisco last year. marking the second year in a row that more people
have left the city than have moved
there, according to the Department
See GROWTH. page 8

Top California cities by population
Los Angeles - 3.4 million
San Diego - 1.0 million
San Jose - 738.00Q
San Francisco - 732,000
Source: State
Department of Finance,
Sacramento
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Forecast cloudy for proposed
campus Meteorology Building
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
The status of the proposed Meteorology Building is a little harier after
a recent project meeting. but university officials forecast continued interest in housing a National Weather
Service (NWS) office at the facility..
It was announced at an April 27
meeting that the NWS must reopen
bidding for the office to enable other
interested institutions a fair chance
to compete for its South Bay branch.
This means the university might
not get the NWS office if another
agency or institution submits a lower
hid, weather service soutces said.
But SJSU President Gail Fullerton, in a letter read at the meeting.
expressed the university’s continued
interest in the NWS office. said Ron-

ald Lavoie. a spokesman liii he
NWS \Washington, I) C. office.
The tenet also said the university
can wait until the elkl of this y eat before iitlici.illy ss olidraw111,12 1.11/111 Ille
lie stid
11111\11112
Both
N 55 1 ;Intl the university
have evpiesseil deep interest in slim
ing the pr000scd s(i million lacility
is a Sall Jose office
Nk
in onto to hike .1,1,.oitage of radar
stations in neat is mountains_ v.hile
the mils el sit ’s ii estige would be
Dealls enflamed it ihc .+Ifice were
1,1,:aled
ii saud
nt;11111,11.
is
the NM S’s South flitv
off lee Is ill kt.’llVOlki
The agreement reached between
the NWS and the universitv was
deemed unfair by the NWS legal alderailment. accoiding to Scott

Santimdrea. Associated Students
president-elect and a vocal proponent of the project.
The agreement was also critici/ed
hy the U.S. Department of Commerce in a ruling last month.
The Commerce Department ruled
that because the NWS-um ersity agreement \\ as made before other area
firms had a full opportunity to take
part in the bidding, the agreement
did not qualify under the Federal
Competition and Contracting Act.
The act requires government
agencies to hold open bidding when
negotiating with potential contractors.
Although the ruling was only a
recommendation. it threw two variubiles into the equation.
See BUILDING, Page It

A.S. budget still pending
By Mary K. Callahan
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students missed
the annual deadline for its 19/49-90
budget. Again.
The budget is "late evely year. Dan Buerger, executive assistant to
the university president and a nonvoting member of the A.S. board.

I.t.t month "Wh) be different.’’’
Budget !cent:Mons require that the
A S IPPII‘se a budget and submit it
to 5.151’ hesident Gail Fullerton for
appiis ii hy May I of each !,ear,
.iscokline to Ion Cellini. A.S. adiset
The \ S board voted at an April
Ilk’
76 meeting to dela

budget until May to
Financial recommendations presented by the A.S. budget committee
last month called for program funding cuts which prompted ongoing
debate which has not yet been settled.
The board is lacing a budgetary
I Hi .0( ;IT, patx

I isa Isaacs

Daily staff photographer

Philip ’Ng. a senior majoring in accounting, samples his triple sundae in the sun

SJSU hosts weekend tractor pull;
prompts turf, noise controversy
liv Zat: Shess
Daily stall writer
lt t Octobel’s Ill’ttorsPoll
en!
m a
at Spartan Stadiungered
es erv body.
Nearby residents ohjected to the
noise. and SJSI.
it
and
coaches vomplained about held
thimaees
Ii ida and Satin d.o. nu dii. the
"( ’lash ot the ’1 ’tans \ lotoi sport
ss ill again he held at
Speoasulai
Spat tan Stadium. but MIR l’1,11N 11111\ ials are ’..ont Mem Mat stem, taken
this time \S 111 is Old similar problems
A meeting was held Tuesdav he
tmeen event promoter 1)ay,. \ lai
thews. Spartan Village Resident N’l
Ise, Mark C"I’Pet
authorities and 5IS1
mmistrative oil ii
The meetin.,..,,s ,vy
all the necessais ple ,-inn ons a le

Doug Duran

Daily still pnoloy’aphei

Monster trucks like Super Pete are coming to SPA.

The new right: campus monthly reflects views of young conservatives
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
In the early 70s. a group of
SJSU students, frustrated with
the alleged status quo orientation
oi the Establishment media published an alternative newspaper

called Sedition
In the late liDs. a nevi student
group. Ii ion met1 h the alleged
!their’ ’Lint of the Spartan Daily .
started an alleinati: nem, spapgt
called Ills 51mit liii Rev iem
I lie If es less is a short tiionittil\

W(L111.1F

a

GUN
. CONTROL
GENERAL
EDUCATION
MOOSE ON THE LOOSE
.
one ot!N rave royiews

tabloid with sparse advertising
support. It was founded in I9146
1.), menthe’, ot the College Republicans. who did not reel their
less points were getting
adequate coverage by the Daily.
Since its inception. the Rev iew. has been under fire from
campus liberals. the Associated
Students, and even outside oiga
nizations like the San Jose Met
cury News.
Part of the conflict stems from
the paper’s funding.
One -fifth of the Review’s S5.
155) annual budget comes front a
Washington -based national orgaWalton called the Institute for
Educational Affairs, a fundraising group that provides
grants to conservative scholars,
journalists and college newspapers.
Leslie Lenkowski, the president of !EA, said his organiialion exists in order to encourage
debate im college campuses. Because most college administrators, professors and newspapers
tend to slant to the left. the conservative viewpoint is largely
squelched
and
ignored.
I .enkowski contends.
"Our feeling is that if a group
of students present a paper that’s
read, then there’s obviously a
market for it that would be ignored otherwise
he said.
But critics of the lEA and
groups like it say there are few
comparable sources of funding
for liberal voices, and conservative organiiations have. in 0,sence . itt hit popularity.

think they ’re IV:111\ sit\ ttl.
that campus m11,11,01011. that
aren’t funded by the ale mote
popular. so the) ie going to hits
attention." said ptess
Bagdikian. forme, 111:111,1g11112
ma of the Washington Post .ind
...noon! v an administi fin Ii Ilk’
utus ersitv of California al Her
While he admitted thin the
s ast maim
of campus publica
turns in 1111: 1.1111ell States ale
more liberal than consei s aloe.
Bagdikian said there was nothing
odd about that IA I. 11111 15.15 thew
anv thing wiiine ith It
would be
\soloed 11
essen
college studeim. s%
Sin
Wily liberal.- lie said
dents need to be \ rioting a
broader world than ..onset %moves
stand for, not lust suppiiting the
status quo. Its significant that it
takes a large amount ot money to
pay for a viewpoint that doesii1
have a great deal ot support on
its own.’’
John Fluniel a formei presi
dent of SJSU who 1101A works at
the Hoover Institute at Stanford
University. sits on the hoard of
lie m as an
directors Ion the II
available for comment
The Spartan Review. v,Inch
hills itself as a minitfilv publication, is published by a group
called Students tor the lies. Market
In addition to the appio \
nudely $1.000 it receives Irom
the [FA in grants and athellising
revenues through the II --\s nut
tional network . the patio ’s hind

Alyssa Jensen -- Daily staff photograprit,

John Bliss. Spartan Revien
mg ,iines twin los if ads ems
Mg. hinthaising and donations.
;1i:4:tutting it, 5CI1101 I dim? lotin
Bliss
The statt of the Review Ian
alind ot the Ass. iated Students
soon after the patio began puhli
cation The group began using
the Mlle hows on campus. ss Inch
1.1ft. iruiguui,tIlm. Intended tot a

now det unit paper called the In
dependent Weekly. to distribute
is papet
The ’s .5. hoard contended that
tied hy the
the hogs were
A.S.. and het ause the Spartan
Rev levy was not ,’0111Wlied to the
student .1,,,h.lat1011, the editors
had nil 1101110 usg thou
v
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Beware of the Duke
you know who David Duke is?
DoPlease, for the sake of humanity, say
yes.
I asked about 10 people at random if
they knew who he was. About half of
them did not know that David Duke, a former Klansman and white "separatist," was
elected into Congress as a Louisiana
Representative in February.
Even more disturbing, the San Jose
Mercury News reported on April 2 that
Duke received more House votes than any
other candidate in the state’s history.
who is applauded when he
Duke
enters restaurants in "Duke Country"
reportedly said he opposes inter-racial
marriages because "we’ll lose our identity," and society is "beheading itself"
because we allow low birth rates among
intelligent whites, and high birth rates
among supposedly less -bright minorities.
And oh, by the way, blacks have a higher birth rate because of their background
of a polygamous -type society in deep
Africa, according to Duke.
"I think we’ve started something here ..
. it’s another Civil Rights movement in the
offing," he reportedly said.

.Campus Voice
A racist point of view
William llerrel was a recent guest on KS.IS’s
"About This And That" expressing his white
supremacist viewpoint.
I wish to thank KSJS and the Spartan Daily for
the opportunity to publicly express, albeit briefly,
my views on race relations.
Obviously, judging by the response reported by
the Spartan Daily, I failed to win converts. Instead.
I drove Rob Lyon into a frenzied expression of
hate, which supported the old saying that haters
project their hate onto the victim. This was not my
intent However, I note there arc those who still
valiantly defend the right to free speech and the
public expression thereof. A good sign.
There are certain advantages in being 8/1 years
old, as well as disadvantages. In at least 70 of
those years, I have made understanding of the
causes of racial tension and conflict my chief concern. I have had first hand experiences which contradict the basic elements of social theoreticians.
These experiences carry more weight with me than
the theories of air-head professors.
Social theoreticians construct idealized social
systems with specific measurements and dimensions into which they wish to force all liumanity to
conform, irregardlcss of the measurements and
dimensions of humanity.
If mankind is too long, lop off a few inches, top
or bottom, and he will fit. The lopping off should
preferably be at the top as this will preclude the
victim, mankind, from ever being able to formulate a viable objection to any further lopping off.
A sort of bed of Procrustcs. Of course the social
theorist is in no danger of being stretched or
lopped off because while designing his procrustean
bed, it just happened to fit all his personal measurements.
How fortunate for him. Too bad for the rest of
US
The racist point of view, or at least my point of
view, is that we should carefully measure mankind
in all its manifestations, then construct a social
system to conform to those measurements. Like
buying a pair of shoes. You want a shoe that fits
the foot. Not a shoe too big nor too small into
which the foot is forced to painfully adjust itself.
During a lifetime of wondering about our
nation, I have searched public libraries for books
outlining a rational system of racial, social, and
political relations which supports the survival and
continual maturation of all races of people, especially my own. I have found none.
Being a grammar school dropout, 1 had from
childhood viewed the American upper class, the
intelligencia, as the natural leaders to whom we
commoners could look for guidance and direction.
I continually expected that some of them, observing as I did, the rapid decline and the approaching
extension of the American race and culture would
eventually produce an "American Manifesto,"
which would guide and galvanize all true
Americans into a permanent social -political direction which would insure our survival for the next
4,000 years. That is the present life span for the
Chinese and Jews. Why not the same for my people?
I have neither seen nor heard anything which
would reverse my opinion that the white American
male is intellectually and morally bankrupt. Of
course this may be because of Marxian-Nazi-like
Jewish censorship on new and original ideas. I
consider my KSJS interview a fluke. It will quickly be forgotten.
Having been denied the opportunity to study
and either assimilate or reject the racial -cultural
survivalist theories of Americans who inhibited
from producing such theses or were fearful of
probable reprisal from the Anti -Defamation
League of B’nai B’rith and the Jewish Defense
League, if they did so, I have been forced to
embark upon a "do it yourself formulation of
race relations philosophy.
This theory is based on elementary human
nature. It therefore supplies a basic need of all
races. But truth, in racial needs and aspirations, is
anathema to the Jewish opinion leaders.

The Spartan Daily invites students, stall, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered, especially those
immediately related to SJSU.
Any people or places on campus you want readers
to know about?
National or international issues
you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance
to be heard on the
Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pagcs), and all
disks will be returned.
Contact Steven Musil, Forum Editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.
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Letters. to the Editor
SJSU programs work
Editor,
Keeping up with technological
advances often requires employees
to return to school for additional
training, or to obtain a degree. The
decision to return to school is often
a difficult one. Many adults are
uncertain of their ability to handle
school, family, and work.
I was faced with this decision
last year, and through San Jose
State’s re-entry Advisor Program, I
returned to school. My advisor
focused my goals and alleviated my
feelings of apprehension.
After the advising process, the
program offered information and
referral to campus and community
resources. The service included
assistance in the areas of financial
aid, testing, counseling, career planning, and extended educational certificate programs.
The Re-entry Advisory Program
also fulfills another need of its studentssupport Each week, the program sponsors brown bag lunches;
re-entry students have the opportunity to exchange information and
voice their concerns. Programs and
presentations also occur during
these informal gatherings.
I would like to express my
appreciation to the university for
establishing this program, and I
would like to recommend this program to any adult who is considering the prospect of returning to
school.

Thomasine Stewart
Senior
Mathematics

Don’t waste your time
Editor,
Can’t the Daily staff find anything better to write about.
Anything could have been better
than April 26’s ’’SJSU dorm student
has some ’bad luck’ ."
After reading this, I felt empty
inside My heart went out to poor
John Finau when dr:. EVIL Spartan
Shops employee said John had to
pay for the window he "accidentally" brokc ith his bike --inside the
Bakery and Espresso Encounter
area.
I also hope he gets his meal card
back. So he lent the card to a friend
and so the rules prohibit anyone but
the cardholder from using the card
to cat. Maybe John was confused -his friend was holding the card at
the time.
Has the Daily staff started a fund
to help this down -on -his -luck dorm
student pay for the window and/or
pay for his meals for the rest of the
semester? 1 was really touched by
this story and I’d like to send in
some money. If you haven’t started
a fund, tell me which hall and room
he’s in. I’d like to take him out to
lunch and discuss minor topics the
Daily staff won’t waste their time
on.
No, don’t waste your time on
less important subjects like the

0
ozone layer and why the Student
Union Cafeteria still uses gobs and
gobs of styrofoam.
Steven A. Miller
Junior
Mathematics

Missed the nail
Editor,
I agree with Prof. Chaldecott
that cultural pluralism is a notable
fact in our society. But !don’t think
the School of Engineering should
start placing emphasis on Cultural
Pluralism per se.
The purpose of the Engineering
Department is to provide the student with an understanding of the
technical and scientific concepts
that his/her particular discipline is
based upon and how to apply these
concepts.
At the same time the student is
required to have a basic understanding of other various engineering
disciplines. As a result, the required
units in engineering already number
close to 140.
I believe Cultural Pluralism is
best taught at the G.E. level; but I
do admit that it would be interesting
to have a guest speaker present a
seminar on construction in central
Africa, for example.
Incidentally, there is only one set
of physical laws and those laws
operate the same everywhere
(they’re kind of funny that way).
Scott McIntire
Senior
Aerospace Engineering

E, or many Californians,

racial tension
between blacks and whites is a vague
discomfort. But in other parts of the
country, and not just the deep South, it is a
very real and virulent disease.
I grew up in a small city outside of
Detroit. I attended a calm, predominantly
white grade school just blocks from our
home in the predominantly white suburbs.
But the real learning experiences came
upon entrance to our racially and socioeconomically diverse middle school.
It didn’t take long to remember to divert
one’s eyes away from a tough black kid
walking past in the hallway. More than a
glance could warrant a rough shove, or
even a hard slap on the face.
Basically, we were perceived as spoiled
white kids from the suburbs. We realized
we were deeply resented, and we were terrified. Fear evolved into anger, and anger
evolved into resentment of our own.
And the end result was a very vicious
cycle.
Although most of us white kids didn’t
deserve to be pushed or shoved, we represented to the poorer black kids what is all
wrong with this world. Imagine growing
up in the ghettos, only to have people look
at you differently, talk to you differently
and treat you differently.
So the only way you can be heard is to
scream.
Or shove, or slap.
There was never a victorious war that
wasn’t a bloody one. And sometimes the
innocent get wounded in the cross fire.

0
ilas Lee, a black political consultant,
L.3 suggested that the people who support
Duke are members of the white working class
people who live closer to
urban crime and are bitter toward
Affirmative Action programs because
they "take away" jobs from whites.
No, Affirmative Action isn’t completely
fair to non -minorities. However, it’s the
only method that’s been able to bend
things far enough to the left to counterbalance political figures like Duke, who
gives a whole new meaning to the term,
"right-winged."
Duke claims he just wants to preserve
our magnificent European heritage and
values. Yet the majority of blacks in this
country have blood lines in America
reaching further back than many middleclass whites. But as a race, they’re still the
poorest.
I suspect many minority children grow
up thinking they’re less smart than whites,
because of people like Duke. And many
minority children will grow up thinking
they’ll never own a house, because of people like Duke.
And they’ll turn out to be exactly how
society expects them to be.
Mary Hayes is the Lifestyle Editor
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De Anza newspapers stolen;
publication thief still at large

Hot wheels

Illy Daniel %asquei
Daily staff writer
When Maria Rose ,..aine to De
Ana College Monday morning, she
suffered a lournalism nightmate
Somehod,,, had stolen the nel1S,
Rose, the ails and entertainment
staff
editor for I.a Si,,, was the
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Case returns to folk roots
By Andy Nystrom
Davy sta9 woe,

Peter Case. riirmerl iit the Plimmiiik. .triiins

an 111.4’u...tie guitar at the

Its been a long road for guitarist
Peter Case.
He was formerly a member of the
early Los
Angeles
new music
4111
MYYIRM
scene in the
late
’70s
with
his waysa
MOM= I=/
POW er-pop DIP My MOmmimm4MM.
MR.
11211.1111111ORMI
band, the
Plimsouls.
However, the last decade has
brought about some changes for
Case.
He has returned to his roots in
folk music, and has been performing
as a solo act for the past four years.
Case was at the Oasis in San Jose
on April 25 to promote his new
album, "The Man with the Blue
post-modem fragmented neo-traditionalist Guitar."
The ten songs on the album range
from the soft acoustic number
"Hidden Love" to the straight -forward country rocker "Travellin’
Light."
While the record revolves around
Case’s powerful vocals and guitar
playing, the lyrics are what really
make the whole package work.
Unlike some music by today’s
commercial artists, there is actually
a meaningful message in his songs
reality.
"The things I write about are
open to anyone who listens to the
record," he said. "I’m basically trying to find that thread of hope in life
through my songs."
The songs on "Blue Guitar" focus
on both the bright and dark sides of
life. Whether it be the struggle of
the character in "Poor Old Tom" or

Suril 25.

Otis Rush to headline annual fountain jam
during weekend Fountain Blues Festival
By Elena M. Dunnan
Daly sta9 vele*

In days when most of life’s pleasures are costly, its good to know
the best things in life are still free.
Like the blues.
This Sunday will mark the ninth
annual Fountain Blues Festival at
SJSU, with Otis Rush headlining the
day -long event which lasts from
noon to 6 pm. The event was
planned and funded by Associated
Students Program Board, with added
funding from Associated Students
and several outside sponsors.
"Otis Rush is the best blues guitar player I’ve ever seen," said
Program Board Director Ted
Gcrhke, a former record producer
and agent, who has been trying to
book Rush since he saw him in
Chicago five years ago.
"A lot of guitartists are egotistical, they play too much or too little
and leave you with something jarring," Gerhke said. "This guy was
perfect."
Local group The John Garcia

Band .0.111 he returning to SJSU alter
a well -received performance last fall
backing up Rush. Garcia is the former lead guitarist for John Lee
Hooker, according to Gcrhke.
Oakland is considered by some
the second best place for blues in the
world next to Chicago, and this year
SJSU will feature two artists from
that city.
Lady Bianca Thornton, who has
appeared in every Fountain Blues
Festival, will be returning once
again to move people with her vocal
talents. Besides her local appearances, she is probably best known
for her backup singing on Van
Morrison albums.
Also appearing from Oakland
and for the first time in the festival
is Earl "Good Rockin’" Brown,
whose specialty is saxophone.
Brown has toured extensively with
the Ray Charles Band, and plays the
Ray Charles style of blues. Gerhke
said.
Johnny Hcartsman will be return -

West Box Office
t.

A Full Service Ticket Agency

UPCOMING EVENTS
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
SESAME STREET LIVE
THE ROBERT CRAY BAND/FLINT CENTER/MAY 17
LIVE WRESTLING/CIVIC AUD./ MAY 20.
BRUCE JENNER CLASSIC MAY 22
OLYMPIC AND WORLD FIGURE SKATING / JUNE 7,8
SOAP OPERA GALA FLINT CENTER/ JULY 23
ONE STEP BEYOND TICKETS
CACTUS CLUB TICKETS
49 East San Fernando
Located near Campus Between 2nd and 3rd

ing to the Festial for the thud time.
Heartsman is known for his unique
style of blues, especially his flute
sounds.
Unlike many things in life, blues
has no boundaries, no rules, no
restrictions. This is evident in the
sharp contrast in ages and style
between the last two members of the
lineup.
Little John ChrisIcy will be making his ninth appearance at the
Festival. Chrisley, who at 19 years
of age is a master on the harmonica,
has recently signed a recording contract, according to Gerhke.

And Chnsley’s not the only one
breaking into vinyl.
For those of you who caught
Moses Rascoe in his noon appearance in February, you know the performance this man gives is something to see. Rascoe recently
released his first album, and at the
age of 72, is playing the blues concert circuit.
The ninth annual Blues Festival
will be held at the SJSU fountain
area. Refreshments stands will be
available, and don’t forget the suntan
lotion!

the discovery of love in "Two
Angels," Case brings these sometimes difficult feelings into the open.
As he sings on "Poor Old Tom":
"The worst thing to be is to be
unwanted/ Be used up and cast
away."
It seems that Case can relate this
feeling, and most of the others in his
songs, to his personal life. This is
shown through exact descriptions of
different situations, and his passionate singing throughout the album.
This was further evident at the
Oasis show.
Initially it looked as if he didn’t
belong there, or was conjuring up a
way of making a quick escape from
the club.
Those thoughts were quickly
erased, as Case flicked his cigarette
into the crowd and pounded away at
his guitar with sheer power.
It was this feature, along with his
harmonica playing and piercing
John Denver-like voice, that highlighted the show.
On songs from his first album
like "Walk in the Woods,"" Horse
and Crow" and "Old Blue Car,"
Case was flawless.
He even had the crowd chanting
the lyrics and clapping its hands to
the rhythm of his addictive strumming.
While he proved to be very entertaining alone, he was later joined by
drummer Mike Bannister and bassist
Duke McVinnie to complete the 90minute set.
This addition proved to add a
rocking John Cougar Mellancamp
sound to the songs, while losing
some of the intense emotion present
in the acoustic numbers.
However, the fire was still there
for Case, as his foot-kicking and

’I’m basically trying
to find that thread
of hope in life
through my songs.’
Peter Case,
musician
-guitar-shuffling maintained energy
throughout the show.
And it was apparent that those
physical traits were just as important
to him than the music itself.
It was as if those movements
helped him get over the shyness that
opened the show so awkwardly. It
gave the extra push that separates
unforgettable performances from
mediocre ones.
"When I’m on stage, I just forget
that the audience is there, he said.
"I abandon myself from them, and
hope they can relate to what I’m
singing about."
Some memorable points of the
electric portion of the set were the
reflective "Old Part of Town" and
the aforementioned "Travellin’
Light."
The lyrics on "Travellin’ Light"
relate to Case’s attempt at dealing
with the unfortunate aspects of life:
"Travellin’ light/ All your big
mistakes/ And the trouble that
you’ve caught/ Could be your saving
grace/ A prayer and a chance, out of
the blue/ Asking for a miracle to sec
you through."
For Case, the subjects he sings
about arc important and should
be to everyone. Life isn’t always
pretty, and discussing tough situa-
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Victorian Garden Restaurant
Dinner
Lunch Brunch
Private Parties Garden Weddings

DUE TO
SOLD OUT
SHOWS

Complimentary glass
of wine or champagne
per person with this
ticket

HELD OVER!
LAST
6 DAYS

476 S. First St.
San Jose
Reservations
advised
(408) 286-1770

Featuring
Oscar Winner
"TIN TOY" and
"HOW TO KISS" -

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION ’89
Added early show Friday!
PARK FREE NEXT
TO CAMERA 3!

Fri: 600, 800,10:00
Sat & Sun: 200, 4:00
6:00, 8f10, 1000
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We carry Graphic Supplies.
Stats - While you wait
Custom Framing, Art Supplies
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Sexually deprived Grecian warriors
produce comedy in university play
By E. Mark Moreno
Daly Stall Wnter
We humans, for the most part,
don’t realize how that ol’ libido
drives us to madness.
The human desire for sex, that
great motivator and conqueror of
logic, was highlighted so well and
made hilarious
by the Greek
playwright
Theater
Aristophones in
411 B.C. The
Review
play
was
"Lysistrata,"
brought up-to-date and wacky as
hell in a current rendition by
University Theatre, running through
May 13.
Possibly the first major anti -war
play, "Lysistrata" told of how the
women of Athens and Sparta
refused sex with their war-hungry
mates during the Peloponnesian
War; the intent was to let the males
go without until they ended the
twenty-year conflict.
This ancient storyline is adapted
into a roaring modern statement by
director Richard D. Parks, who previously has directed adaptations of
other classics like "A Streetcar
Named Desire" and "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream" at SJSU.
As the title character who initiates the sex -strike, Buffy Davis
makes an effective straight person
for a cast full of zany parts, who differ only slightly from some real people in the world.
Deanna Maclean, who plays the
reluctant sexual rebel Kalonike, is
innocently funny in her part and
drew lots of laughs from the audience. Demonstrating lust over logic,
Kalonike at first refuses to abstain.
"I will not do it. Let the war go
on!" she cries.
The Spartan co-striker Lampito,
played by Sara Beukers, was a welcome crowd-pleaser with her heavy
drawl and swaggering poses.
The funniest scene, however,
occurs when the portly Myrrhina
(Teri Bawdon) teases her warriorhusband Cincsias (Adam Novicki)
as a kind of coersive torture. She
promises and postpones the sex act
in a series of temptations that leave
her husband whining and pleading
for an outlet to place his protruding
phallus.
In fact, almost all the suffering
men portrayed in the play have visible mini flagpoles in their, pants,
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Four cast members of "Lysistrat a,- perform in the urns ersity production. Pictured
from left: Micheal Lamere. .shley Merrill, Sara Beukers, Adam Nos icki.
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WE RENT FOR LESS’
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa,MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement. 21
8 minutes from campus
70% discount for SJSU
Students, faculty. & Stall
on weekly 8 monthly rentals

I

SJSU celebrates holiday

$20.00 OFF New Patient Exam

To Living Abroad
International Certificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Language
.4 -week intensive
program
.3 -month part-time
evening program
Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language
St. Giles College
2280 Powell Si., SF 94133
(415)788-3552

wriuen on female rape that we telt
this was a subject that’s been too
often overlooked."
The story is also of importance to
the campus because there was such
a case at SJSU "about three or four
years ago," Vogler said.
Other topics "Access" covers in
the upcoming issue include sports
and music, Santucci added.
In addition to the cover story, the
magazine will contain features on
49er football player and SJSU student Sam Kennedy and the Black
Rock Coalition, an organization that
tries to help black rock ’n roll artists
break into the mainstream. An article on the effectiveness of teacher
evaluations will also be included.
"Access" will be available in the
Student Union, Clark Library and
Dudley Moorehead Hall, among
other campus buildings.

after the women hole themselves up
in a temple. Females in the audience might think, "Aren’t they like
that all the time, anyway?"
The striking costumes by noted
designer Jeffrey Struckman lend an
eye-catching focus, balanced against
the surreal ancient -Greek -style
backdrop of set designer James K.
Cullcy.

Perhaps a tad lighter and more
optimistic than the original and subsequent versions, University Theatre
brings a modern, upbeat production
loaded with laughable lines.
The sexual quips and puns, along
with the ever-present phallic symbols, would make even the prudish
son giggle.

ASPB & PASU PRESENT AN

African Liberation Day, 1989
RECEPTION

FEATURING:

Santa Teresa Medical Building
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 700
San Jose. 226-0424
(Coupon good on oral exam with new patient exam)

Exp.

-Food/Refreshments
-Slide Show
-Live Entertainment

5/17/89

SUMMER JOB HUNTING?
Bob’s Big Boy Restaurant is now accepting
applications for all positions.

In 7 San Jose locations
2 to 5 p.m. daily
Full or part time

Mt. View
Hillsdale

INTERNATIONAL
PASSPORT

By E. Mark Moreno
Daily staff writer
The Spring 1989 edition of the
campus magazine "Access" will be
available Monday on racks located
at various places around SJSU.
Editors on the publication have said
the magazine will contain diverse
material, including an article that
focuses on the closet subject of male
rape.
"We’re trying to be a little bit
more more in-depth, investigative,"
said Editor Peter Santucci.
Vic Vogler, associate editor, said
the magazine staff was "trying to
reach a balance between investigative and features."
Because the subject of male rape
is not often discussed or covered by
the press, the staff felt it was of cover-story importance.
"It was a staff-generated idea,"
Vogler said. "There’s been so much

Thursday May 4, 1989
Afro-American Studies Bldg.
6-9p.m.

Alex J. Baumer, D.M.D.
General Dentistry
ORTHODONTIC, COSMETIC BONDING
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In the SJSU Ballroom at 7.30
p.m., former professional football
quarterback Jim Plunkett is tentatively scheduled to speak.
A dance is also scheduled in the
Ballrom until I a.m.
Friday’s activities are sponsored
by the following six groups:
MeCHA (Moviemento Estudentil
Chicano de Aztlan), Radio Milan,
the Chicano Commencement
Committee, R.Z.A., N.A.K, and
CaLMcca.
All events are free to the public
and food and drink will be provided
by the Cinco de Mayo commiuee.
Cinco de Mayo commemorates a
victory by Mexican locals over a
French invasion force at the city of
Puebla in the 1860s.

Magazine stresses variety

- -1

WE CATER TO COWARDS

Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Joao CA. 95111
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Campus Cinco De Mayo festivities, to kick off Friday with live
Latin jazz music in the student
union amphitheater, will last until
well into the night.
This year’s activities are being
organized by six Hispanic student
organizations, with a theme of
"Continuand la Batalla," meaning
"Continuing the Battle."
"It’s for us as Chicanos to reinforce the idea that we must continue
battling the forces that be in order
for our people to gain justice," said
Benjamin Torres, who is participating in the activities.
The six organizations spent more
than $6,000 on this year’s festivities.
The Latin Jazz band with play
from 11:30 am, to 1:30 p.m.

Santa Clara
Blossom I till
Downtown San Jose

Cupertino
Winchester

Redwood City
School District
Has
Teacher Vacancies
Bilingual K-6
Bilingual Middle School
Bilingual Outreach Specialist
Special Education, RSP
Instrumental Music
Regular Classroom Teachers

"

;

San Francisco

"
.

Redwmxi City

r

3,

San Jose

Intervios at SJSU
May 4, 1989
815 Allerton Strut, Redwood City, CA 94063 (415-1:6-1550)

AFRICAN WOMEN AND STUDENTS WORLDWIDi:
ORGANIZE FOR ONE UNIFIED SOCIALIST

The Best Prices on Delicious Pizzas..
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e Pizzeria

Corns Into
Grande Pizzeria today and enjoy
greet tasting pizza with your special otter coupon.
Plus
you can keep using the coupon until each
pizza size Is bought.

For take-out orders only. . .
O $1.00 off small pizza
El $1.50 off medium pizza
CI $2.00 off large pizza
O $3.00 off x -large pizza
Lasagna served with bread, soup or
salad for only $6.40
Offer expires: May 23, 1989 (sales tax not included)
No other promotional offers please.
150 E. San Carlos (on corner of 4th St.)
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Santa Clara strikes again, 6-3

Bronco IT
Bashings I

By Matthew D. Anderson
and Rob Lyon
There will be no foamy, white shaving cream and no cold, steel razor
blades.
And SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro
and his three assistant coaches can all
keep their mustaches, because the
Spartans were defeated by Santa Clara
6-3 Tuesday night at Municipal
Stadium for their seventh consecutive
loss.
Combined with a 10 -game losing
streak against the Santa Clara Broncos,
Piraro and his assistant coaches can
postpone the bet they made with the
Spartans before Tuesday’s game: A
win, and they shave their mustaches.
"I guess we’ve got to keep them for a
while," Piraro said. "But I think we’ll
find some way to get those babies off.
We haven’t given up hope yet."
The Spartans (36-16, 7-8 in the Big
West) will have another chance to
make the coaches trim theirupper lips
this weekend as they face the 13th ranked Fresno State Bulldogs in a
three game series at Municipal
Stadium.

Santa Clara has defeated
SJSU 10 games in a row

Score

Dale

Losing pitcher

1989:
May 2
April 11
March 28
Feb. 28

6-3
6-4
14-0
3-2

Don Dryden
Dave Tellers
Donnie Rea
Donnie Rea

1988:
April 12
Feb. 23

7-5
4-2

Dan Archibald
Dan Archibald

4-3
4-2
4-3
2-0

A. Telford
Al Bacosa
Jeff Knopf
A. Telford

1987:
May 5
April 8
March 11
Feb. 11

Jury hears testimony
over Rose’s taxes
AP>
A federal grand tury on
s’s dence in an investigation
beg"" hering
01 M. hether Cincinnati Red manager Pete Rose mas hase
es atiell 1110./I11C Lox.. The Cincinnati Post said.
\ business partner ot Riis, a trainer trtend and a
tasetI.1,:k It slit a etc scheduled .0 test it Vednesdas
home die gland pa% in Cincinnati. the Post said, quotunidentified source close to the ease
ing
lie ni,niinl pit% inquiry follow s an Intel flat RCSCIILIC
SCISise Ills C,(1;2.111011 last year ot ROM: The IRS probe.
s his Ii began atiei tedeial otticials int I Itrated a gambling
and drug trattie k lie 1112 itisuils itw 1"10.11111.111,e iii
Rose. reported l% us used i’n the possi hilts that the Reds
imel.wer e% aded lases me oly tie alleged gambling SS III
1,til5e has .1111
did 1100111ft’ illegal
CINCINNATI

The Bulldogs are in second place in
the Big West with a 38-19 overall
record and anti -3 mark in league.
Both the Spartans and Santa Clara
(38-19) entered their final meeting
with one goal in mindthe NCAA
playoffs. Both teams arc on the edge
of the fence, needing to reach the 40victory plateau for a legitimate chance
to enter the championships.
But once again Santa Clara continued its domination over the Spartans,
who haven’t beaten the Broncos since
an 11-2 rout April 7, 1986.
Tuesday night the Bronco’s jumped
off to a quick start with three runs on
four hits and a walk in the first inning.
Spartan pitcher Don Dryden (3-3),
starting in place of Larry Matinez who
came down with a staff infection, was
unable to get out of the inning. "The
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Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
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A.S. Positions Available Now
Want t gain working experience, meet people, and make a
difference on campus? If you have answered yes. the Associated
Students is for you. For information, please stop by the
Student Union, or call 924-6240 today. Remember, things
will change when you get involved. Looks great on a resume!

Positions Available: program board and public relations
Funded by A.S.

Metromedia
Paging Services
' A Sout,,,,I,

AN ODYSSEY ACROSS TIME
STARTS TOMORROW!

Tne Student

PG

Union

N.. MICHELOB.
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ke)
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EXTRA!

Comp.,y

Fred Reiss
Paradise Beach
Mobile D.J.
12 Noon

ne most trusted name in tanning

GET A JUMP ON
YOUR SUMMER TAN!
STUDENT DISCOUNT*
25% off monthly membership
with student I.D.
*(Valid Hours: M -F 9:am-3pm and
Sat -Sun 10am-8pm)
Campbell
The Pruneyard
559 6356

San Jose
Town & Country Village
554 0606

Santa Clara
Homestead & Scott
241 CllY

Store Hours: M -F 7am-11pm, Sat -Sun 8am-8pm

EXTRA!

arid the A S Program Board with

and

.
$7551

presentn. 7111)

Belly Flop Contest
With Host

Pall JiaNtstuti

DOMINO’S
NEW
PAN PIZZA FOR

the 2nd Annual Student Union

SCA WOLFF SYSTEM

photographer

GET INVOLVED !

FIRST PROF

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
DES PHANTAST1SCHEN FILMS
MUNICH/GERMANY

NAVIGATOR
Otanco,n,
993 5300

Mark Studyyin Daily staff

ce relies er Bill Bentley hurls a pitch against the Santa Clara Broncos Tuesday night.
But Bentley couldn’t help 11w outcome. of this game. as the Spartans lost6-3 to the Broil COS for their seyenth straight loss. It was also their 110h consecutise loss to the Broncos
The Spartans w ill play a three -game series against Fresno State this weekend, w here
they es ill try tip keep their ’S CAA tournament chances lithe.

Sales Manager
353 Vintage Park Dr. Suite #1
Foster City, CA 94404
A Southwestern Bell Company

BEST FEATURE FILM BEST DIRECTOR BEST CINEMATOGRAPHER
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF FANTASTIC CINEMA
SITGESISPIUN

"The scouting reports have been
passed around and teams are suiting to
go the other way off Dave. Good -hitting teams will go the other way."
With the win SCU coach John
Oldham said, "It enhances our chances
(for the NCAA’s). SJSU has been
nationally ranked most of the season,
so beating them adds to whatevcr prestige we have."
The Spartans have seven games left
before the end of the season.

San Jose/San Francisco territories
Let your Business, Marketing or
Advertising Degree open the door to
a successful sales career. We are
the nations largest paging company.
We offer base salary, plus commission,
auto allowance, expenses and full
benefits. I want people who need to
earn a high income. Send resume to:

1000 discount w, this ad
or student ID card

1

Tellers (11-4) Las run into a cold
streak since winning his first II
games. This is the sixth time he has
pitched since then and each time he
has been unsuccessful. "I’ve got to
keep going out there, " Tellers said.
"The tide will turn. It keeps getting
frustrating. Spells like this have happened to me before, but not this long.
I’m not pitching that bad. The breaks
just aren’t going my way."
According to Piraro, some of the
breaks include the teams getting to
know Tellers.

SALES SALES SALES

USE COMPUTERS
HERE IN THE
STORE OR TAKE
ONE HOME

539 S Murhpy

three -run spot in the first hurt us."
Piraro said.
Paul Anderson pitched well in relief,
shutting down the Bronco’s far three and -a -third innings.
SJSU got to within a run or. an RBI
single in the by John Backen in the
first inning and a run -scoring ground
out in the third by Mike Gonzales to
make it 3-2.
Spartan ace Dave Tellers came on in
relief and got into trouble in the sixth.
After a leadoff triple to Matt Toole,
Bruce Powers had an RBI single and
then Andy Soloman hit a one -out
grounder that was headed for second
baseman Gonzales’ glove until it took a
bad hop over his head. Powers scored
to increase the lead to 5-2.
The
Broncos added another run in the sixth
on a sacrifice fly.
The Spartans scored their final run in
the bottom of the sixth on a sacrifice
fly by Greg Mitchell.

Daily Staff Wnten

Thursday,
May 11, 1989
3:00 p.m.
Student Union
Aquatics Center
Sign

up at Pool

Office

Surf Contest
at 1:00 p.m.
with Paradise Beaches’
own Sul Board Machine
SIGN UP NOW at pool oil ice
or S U Directors Office

Music by the
Shockwaves
2:00 p.m.
Free prizes
for top 20
contestants
Join ius afterwards at Paradise Beach for $ 50 Kamikazis and 2 for I draft beer

Medium Cheese Pan Pizza. Tax not included. Additional items extra

1

DELIVERY KEY TO
NEW PAN PIZZA!
(1)1’) According to Dontino’s
Pizza.fi the key to their new pan
pizta is the fact that they deliver
in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed.
Pan pizza lovers can now enjoy
their favorite taste without
leaving the comfort of home.
Domino’s Pan Pi tta is baked the
uaditional way, with thick,
chewy crust, generous toppings,
and lots of thick gooey cheese.
And it’s delivered in 30 minutes
or less! So call now!

Call Us! 298-3030
576-B E Santa Clara St
12oz Cans
1-available Save
on
a 6 pack
1
of Coke l!)

,1

Limited delivery area
Our drivers carry less
than VD 00

COOS 50,9,1,

15;1
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Tellers bears 0-for -April
as SJSU hits the skids
By Sean Mulcaster
Dairy stall writer
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The fluid pitching motion which
propelled Dave Tellers to an 11-0
record two months ago is the same.
What has changed for SJSU’s
right-handed junior are the results.
Since becoming the first 11 game
winner in the country, Tellers has
yet to win in his last five starts and
has dropped to 11-4.
By no coincidence, SJSU was
27-5 when Tellers won No. 11 with
a 7-1 gem against UC Irvine March
31.
But as Tellers fortunes have
dropped, so have the Spartans’, who
are now 36-15 and in the depths of a
seven -game losing streak after losing for the 10th straight time to
Santa Clara Tuesday, 6-3.
"It’s just been a lot of tough
luck," said Tellers, who in his first
season is one victory away from
tying the school record set by Mike
Rusk in 1971. "As we have gotten
into this part of our season, I feel
like I’m suppose to go out and win
every time. And when the team is
slumping like we are, I feel like I’m
the guy they look to for a win."
Tuesday night was indicative of
Tellers’ 0 -for-April drought. After
entering the game in the fifth inning,
he escaped after giving up a lead-off
double.
In the sixth, Tellers was tagged
for a lead-off triple by the Broncos’
Matt Toole before settling down. On
a routine grounder, which would
have gotten Tellers out of the
inning, second baseman Mike
Gonzales misplayed the ball and it
took a wicked hop over his head
into right field. The error cost
Tellers a run and made the score 52.
With a crucial three -game series
against second -place Fresno State
this weekend, SJSU baseball Coach
Sam Piraro didn’t want to use any of
his big three: Tellers, right hander
Chris Martin and lefty Donnie Rea.
That strategy didn’t work as
Tellers was asked to pitch in the

fifth inning.
Besides the bad luck, Piraro said
there are two factors fans and the
media overlook.
"Everybody is saying ’What’s
wrong with Dave Tellers?’ "Piraro
said. "When you get to this point in
the season scouting reports are
passed around. People are going to
become more disciplined about facing a guy like him.
"Dave’s split-finger always tails
away out of the strike zone. After a
while they know they what’s coming. They gnaw on him and then
they’re sitting on him, waiting for
his fastball."
As the absence of win No.12
becomes more frustrating, Tellers’
statistics have also suffered. Since
March 31, his ERA has ballooned
from 2.24 to 4.70. In the 44 innings
he has pitched, Tellers has given up
54 hits, 15 walks and 23 earned
runs. He’s struckout 35 batters over
that period and is tied for second in
strikeouts with 102 and leads the
Big West with 119 innings pitched.
"Early in the season my mistakes
weren’t hit and I’d get away with a
lot more than I have now," Tellers
said. "Coach (Tom) Kunis worked
with me on my mechanics and really, I haven’t changed much of what
I’m doing. It’s gotten me this far.
Now it’s just a matter of out -thinking my opponent."
A tough schedule-all of Tellers’
losses have come against nationally ranked teams-and a dearth of scoring production have hurt. SJSU’s
defense has also given up eight
unearned runs when Tellers is pitching.
It won’t get any easier for SJSU
when they face three of the best
pitchers in the Big West against
Fresno State.
In his last five starts, Tellers has
gone seven or more innings four
times which has caused Piraro to
speculate on his ace having a tired
arm.
"His first innings have been
bad," Piraro said about Tellers’ los-

Tellers’
Tale
Since starting the season with 1
straight victories, SJSU pitcher Dave
Tellers has. been unable to achieve his
12th win, which would tie him with
Mike Rusk for the school record. Here
is how Tellers has fared during his
four -game losing streak.
4-7 vs. UNLV, L5-2, 8IP, 12 h,
5R, 3ER, OBB, 7K’s. (11-1)
4-11 @ SCU, L6-4, 4IP, 6h, 6R,
5ER, IBB, 6K’s. (11-2)
4-16 @ UOP, ND, SIP, 9H, 3R,
2ER, 4BB, 0 K’s. (11-2)
4-22 vs. CSF, L8-6, 7IP, 11H,
8R, 6ER, 5BB, 10 K’s. (11-3)
4-28 vs. LBS, L7-2, 8IP, 9H,
5R, 4ER, 2BB, 6K’s. (11-4)
Totals: 44IP, 54H, 31R, 23ER,
15 BB, 35 K’s, ERA 4.70
ing streak. "He’s such a great corn
pctitor that from a psychologica
standpoint, he’s still pissed off in the
second inning. His mechanics have
been fine. But one thing is he doesn’t like to leave a game. We’ve had
lot of conversations when I go out to
the mound, and not all of them have
been pleasant. He’s not God, buy
nobody is a harder worker on this
team than Dave Tellers."
With the Big West title out of
reach, there are a handful of personal goals Tellers can achieve. But
more importantly, he wants a win
over Fresno State to break the
Spartans out their seven -game funk
and his own four game slump.
"They know were damaged right
now and they’re going to try and
exploit it," Tellers said. "A victory
over a team like Fresno would be
great, but for some reason..."
There was little for Tellers to
explain, but SJSU pitching Coach
Tom Kunis summed it up this way.
"We’ve got two days to prepare
for this weekend. That’s a lot of time
for a baseball game."

Mike Da erner -

men’s golf train competed in the Rig
1111(1 hies %%est conference 1011r11:
.1111 1011(111
(1:1 and came ass as ssith a second place finish. I he
Spartans. tt% ho si ere leading %s ill]
holes left to
shots. l reOunan
f
plas, lost to I. re,no State
rite S’S!
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p o ograp er

g
abuse, and \Ulu. Fosttr ot rt
the league’s top finishers, scoring 225 and 224, respectisely, in the 54 -hole match. The Spartans still
ads ante to the regional tournament in El Pam’.
Texas on \las 25-27.
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Journey into Impressionism
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Salespeople of the Week for Santa Cruz Section

Friday May 5, 1989
Student Union Ballroom

Hannah
Brooks

Concert heizins at 6:30

Robert
Szmigiel

,e

Doors open Ai 6:00

PULLING TOGETHER
Effort
The Quest to be the Best is a Team
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HARVEMS

HARVEYS RESORT HOTEL/CASINO, located In beautiful Lake Tahoe, will have representatives at San Jose State University on May 11, 1989 to conduct interviews for full-time and
summer postions. Employment opportunities are available in the following areas:
Food & Beverage, Hotel Casino, Dealers (1 week school)
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Center to set up an interview and ask about our:
S2CO.00 SUMMER INCENTIVE

Be a part of the winning team. Harvey’s
the newest and best resort hotel/
casino at Lake Tahoe has openings
in " food, beverage, hotel, and
casino departments. (Summer seasonal positions also available
-great for college students.)
Meet with our managers
and department heads to
discuss your future
with Harvey’s and the
excitement working at beautiful
Lake Tahoe. You
could become a
part of Harvey’s
winning team.
74gifiVEYS
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Stadium
/ tm fii it /
being followed,- said Rich Chew,
asOk late athletic director.
Chew decribed the meeting as
"productive." The field was darn aged last October because of overwatering of the playing surface prior
to lay mg down protective plastics
and do 1. oft ivials said in October.
There were large swaths of grass
cut through the center of the field
from one 30 -yard line to another.
Chew said that with the addition
of a tun expert brought in by Matthews, this weekend’s event may be
Jitterent
The preparation of the event
prior to the event is critical.- Chew
said.
Matthews could not he reached for
comment
SJSU football coach Claude Gilbert. who said last year’s torn -up
field was a "kick in the teeth’. to the

Review
pact /
I hey were going to attempt to
make it tough for the Spartan Resew to publish,- Bliss said. "They
,Acre ts i Irried I hal %se were going to
pi int something against the I Responible Alliance) party or against the
S board
The controversy ended when unix eisity officials announced that the
Moe boxes belonged to the univerity . not the AS., according to A.S.
Director of California State Affairs
Leigh Kirmsse.
In tact. Kirmsse said, the ownership of the boxes is still under contention because they were built by
the A.S. But the A.S. board no
longer bothers to press the issue, she
said
"I think they should put their
paper wherever they want to put
it
and I have some suggestions
about where they can put the Spartan
keyless
she said.
Bliss eontends that the paper is not
[call) a partisan publication. Com;iai mg it in lone and editorial content
to the Wall Street Journal. he said
the Rev levy w.is tending mole and
mote to approach the political center
At the outset the Spartan Review
had to he more conservative because
the Daily was more liberal,- Bliss
Now that the Daily has swung
said
hole hit more to the center, we can
I o the same thing."
In tact a quick examination of the

timball program, again expiessed
concern over the grass this week
"My only hope is that we find a
way to protect our beld." Gilbert
said "We learned our lesson
SJSU Athletic Director Randy
Hoffman said he is less won ied
about the field this time because the
event is not being held during the
football season.
’It’s not a major concern for us.’’
Hoffman said.
The noise from the trucks and excessive trash in the parking lots were
the complaints given by Spartan Village residents last October.
Residents said they weren’t given
notice about the event and heard
truck engines revving early in the
morning.
Chew said it was agreed at the
meeting that truck activity leading
up to the event will be allowed only
after 8 a.m. or before 8 p.m.
On Friday and Saturday night the
ban will be lifted because the show
starts at 8 p.m.

Trucks will begin cleaning up at
about 6 a m Sunday according to
Chew Last t ktober, the cleanup
began
tints director for the
I ed
’my eisity lomat:nom. said motors port events like this are held to pay
oft the debt caused by the expansion
!wait:in Stadium.
.XV, c all know that we have to pay
00 the debt." Cads said. "How its
paid ott is the issue
Flic -Monster truck- events in
Api 1 and Octobei brought in more
revenue Man all of the football
games last ear. according to Cady .
But he said he did not know what the
evao figures \yew.
I know there was problems. and
we’re goitig to try to us them.- he
said.
-t he event will
feature 20
"Monster 1 lucks"in arious races
and stunts Ticket prices are $14 in
advance and Sib at the door.
On Friday children are admitted
with an adult

most recent issue of the paper. published in March 1989, reveals little
controversial material. with the exception of an editorial oppiising gun
control. The eight -page tabloid also
contains pro and con editorials about
General Education, a column about
entrepreneurs and a restaurant review.
But it hasn’t always been so conflict -free.
In November 1987, Bliss wrote an
editorial in the Review containing
jokes that were plays on the word
"AIDS."
"If you’re broke. it’s FINANCIAL AIDS." the article read. and
"If the stock market crashes, you
may get the dreaded ST(X’K
AIDS."
The article stirred a wave of protest on campus, and the controversy
was picked up by Bay Area media
such as the San Jose Mercury News
At the time. Bliss said he thought the
article was in good humor and good
taste, according to a 1987 article iii
the Spartan Daily .
Editorial freedom is precisely the
reason the Spartan Rev iew was created. said Bliss, w ho was oneif its
original toothier.
Much of the Rey iew ’s stall ton sists of nonitintnalism maims who
were distressed by Mc leftist leanings ot Irwin:Mon students and
wanted to speak out on their own.
The Spartan Daily ’s liberal has
expresses itself hoth mu its 1101,1.. of
Stories to cower and in the 1.1)e ml
pieces primed on its editoi tat
page. Bliss said.

’People u. Ito have a libeial atti
tude and y haste’ mound each othei
are going to tend to see iei tam issues
CO%Cr thenm
as f,C111.2 11111101f ant
Bliss said "It’s not hethat
). Jose tile) are intentionally biased
gist that they’le 1101
necessatily
likeis to Set: the opposite point of
y w
" the same thing happens in a
staff that cviludes ninon ities
you’re losing something theme because they might he able to see
things in a ditteient way than the
people running the show
The Inas also eypiesses itself in
opinion pieces. %% Inch
the I ) ,ills
are almost net. ci yy i men nom a conIS\ Said.
sei y ai
lek pill
Gall Mai
PleSillenf Of
agieed.
"I don’t feel that we get a tali
shake in the Daily ." she said "The
stories aien’t ne.essailly hiased per
se, hut liberal slew s ale
11101e
Atition said het mg:on/anon supports the Res iew ideologiy ally . hut
they li.wen’t had time to goe them
mow phy sin. ii stippOrt
1)elliot rats claim that
I
hias ale abstliti
s hal i.ies ol
Kallierille 10114)kt...soil
saki that, it aii tiling. the Datly toes
haid ft ht. illblaSCil that othei w Ise
sponsoied lw the
!icy% sw
Campus I )emociats are igiiiiierl on
flai_itis
on
inside
hulled
" \la\ he the) i. atiaol of the
troth.’ I umiii1hl 55 rn said. eteim rig
-Amid
salliptis
to
he the troth is !them it

Growth
Friuli potty I
of Finance report.
Approximately MI percent of all
SJSU students live in Santa Clara
County . Between 80 percent and 90
I )42i15811 I percent of SJSU graduates
live in the greater Bay Area. Staley
said
"Where else is there to get the
human resources to till the needs of
this region?’’ Staley said of the university .
The population increase comes
lust as the first phase of redevelopment ill dOWMOU fi San Jose has
been completed.
A new upscale shopping mall, a
ention cenmulti -million 111,11at
ter and a light tail sy stem are COMplete. and tons ersity and city officials hope the impioyements will
attract more students to downtown
tood and entertainment spots.
Ion years betore tedeselopment.
.aid din mg the years 01 construction.
dow mown was a sort ot no-man’s
land tit most people.
"The stress and strain tot Corisink:lion I is beginning to subside. Staley said.
San Jose’s si/e makes SJSU the
central LIMY ersity in the largest city

Budget
/ row piien /
shortfall nest year because of protected re\elllie decreases and growing financial demands related to the
[pelting of the Rec Center and plants
for a uiessMiltliaie i,un.ility
Jim
;diets. lllIC,11,1 of academic
at tali s and
sue pi esident-elect.
postpone htidget approyal
rums ed
Apo! "t) so the boaid would have
time to n. onside,’ three Ike l alit WS as1,L14el .
s, ill:lied ssumli Iles!
budget cots at I ecting inl’mol
structionally related ay ix ales ilk \I.
such as intercollegiate .ithletics,
campus media and music groups.
Nought IR A binding below the minimum t unding ley el established by a
student reit:tendon’ of 1986.
Students Young Wednesday’ and
tiiday have the opportunity to repeal
the I osh i etc’ emboli, which required that at least 30 percent of
A S fee rest:noes be used to bold
IR As
It the iclerendum is not passed.
the board w Ill he required to amend

4. 1989/Spartan Daily

Building

in Northern California. Some officials believe this status will reap substancial benefits.
"We will have a larger group
from ss much to recruit.- said ASSAIo mei.] Students Controller Mark Murillo "What this gives the university
is a larger base to seek endowments
to try to go after funds to stimulate
growth on campus...
More attention to SJSU from the
national media and academic groups
is akin a possible result of the city’s
new distinction. Murillo added.
The city-wide population upswing
comes at a time when SJSU’s enrollment is also skyrocketing.
This spring’s enrollment of 27,866 people is up from 25,903 last
spring and is substantially more than
the 24,191 in 1985.
"I’m surg there is a little bit of a
relationship" between the university
and city population increases, said
Jack Foote of the Institutional Research Department.
"Hut I’d hate to prove it through
statistics,- he said.
While San Francisco’s population
is declining, enrollment at San Francisco State Univ ersity is up this semester to 27.498 students. said Rol
Risska. public infiirmation officer.
SFSU’s enrollment was 25,278 in
1987 and 26,689 in 1988.

From poge I
First. neither side knows when the
bidding, process will he opened or
finished.
lalOle, however, said the NWS
expects the bidding process to be
dime this year.
The problem for the university,
though, is that if another institution
submits a lower bid than SJSU. the
NWS will probably go elsewhere,
sources said.
A second problem is that the
longer the process takes, the greater
the possibility that the university
may reserve the space for something
else.
The April 27 meeting was intended to "acquaint university officials with open -bidding." Lavoie
said.
liven though renewed bidding
may hurt the university’s chances of
getting the NWS office, Fullerton’s
letter explicitly expressed her continued interest. Lavoie added.
The letter stated that as long as
open -bidding did not continue past
Ikcember. the university would be
able to hold out for the project.
The building has been discussed
tor ’mire than three years

the budget to meet the required funding ley el.
Additionally .
Reese, director of business :Mans and chairman
of the budget committee, announced
at the meeting that Spartan Shops,
which donated S20.000 to the A.S.
last year. had decided to contribute
only 57,000 for 1989-90.
Earlier this year. Spartan Shops
officials told A.S. President-elect
Scott Santandrea that the board
should not expect funding from the
Shops this year, Santandrea said last
month.
The loss of revenue from Spartan
Shops eontributed to the proposed
budget cuts.
Santandrea has agreed to head a
new budget committee that will alter
budget proposals to reflect the unexpected Spartan Shops resenue.
The committee has also been instructed to develop a pow isional
budget that \ ill take effect if the referendum is not passed this week.
’The A.S. also decided to wait
until after an April 27 meeting re-

garding potential construction ot a
Meteorology Building on campus
before approy ing the budget.
The pnitect, to he built in conjunction vvith the National Weather
Service (NWS), is in jeopardy because of complications with the bidding process through which SJSU
was awarded the project.
The AS. ’s vote last year to allocate $ It t7.000 in reserve funds to the
building CUIlle under fire last month,
with one or two members of the
board condemning donation of the
funds during a fiscally tight year.
A.S. representatiy es had hoped
that Fridays meeting w ith university
ottieials would shed some light on
the potential for the building.
But the meeting "was not very
productive,- Santandrea said Friday.
and the A.S. will have to wait until
January. 1990 to find out whether
the NWS will go through with the
building.
If "the NWS doesn’t get involved,
there’s no building." he said. "At
least that’s the way it looks.-

S.U.P.R.O. Proudly Presents

NITECRY

VOTE

today at NOON, thursday, May 4

CATCH THE SPARTAN SPIRIT!!!
Vote

YES

for the following referendum:

"Shall the existing Instructionally Related Activity (IRA) Fcc of five dollars ($5)
per student, per semester be increased to fifteen dollars ($15) per student, per
semester AND shall the Associated Students be released from allocating at Icast
30% of A.S. Fee revenue for the support of IRA programs AND shall these
changes become effective upon approval of the Chancellor’s office?"

WHY A FEE INCREASE?
These

are THE FACTS abo.,,t

Because, we simply need

Instructionally

Related

Activities

the

funds.

San Jose State has one of the lowest IRA fees in the CSU System

FACT:

Our IRA fee has not been increased since the ’70’s.

FACT:

San Jose State has the 4th largest enrollment in the CSU System.

I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7
8
9
10

We deserve quality programs and services.

Go directly to school
with a student loan
from
Imperial Savings.

(IRA).

FACT:

FACT:

REMEMBER: This Sunday, May 7 the ninth annual "Fountain Blues
Festival" starts at Noon. See Otis, Little John, Blanca, Moses and
many more. SJSU fountain. Call #924-6261 for Information.

Such as:

Mens and Womens Athletics (a) Basketball, (b) Volleyball (c) Others
KS JS
Theater Arts: Dance and Drama
Spartan Marching and Pep Bands
Jazz Ensemble
Program Board: (a) Cinema, (b) Amphitheater events, and others
Leisure Service: (a) Intramurals (b) Stress management
Child Care
Forensic: ( a ) Speech and Debate, (b) Individual Events
Many others too numerous to list.

rules si";
to help you A
Clime 0’
-. ijcalroin
Three program
;Pons

We will ALL Benefit!
We need to make the adjustment NOW!
FACT: It is ALL up to us!
WHEN? Thursday, May 4th.
Don’t forget, this is a revenue sharing election.
Therefore, CATCH THE SPARTAN’S SPIRIT - Vote YES for
Quality Programs and Services.
funded by A S

’ i"ord Guaranteed
; merit Loan
’Supplemental Loan lor
Students ISLSI
*Parent Loan tor Undergraduate Students (PLUG)
Loan processing in as little as 3 days
upon receipt of your completed
application
Courteous and responsive loan specialists
to assist you in all phases of the loan process
Make the move toward your education goals today
by calling our toll -free information line Or lust stop tp,
one of our many branch offices and pick up an application

Imperial Savings

utm’T PASS UP THE CHANCE TO GO FOR
THE EDUCATION YOU WANT!

Student Loans
1 800 243 5669

Spartan Dailyil’hursday, May 4, 1989
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Teachers’ aids
begin walkout
at U.C. Berkeley
BERKELEY (API
The University of California campus here was
unusually quiet Wednesday morning
as teaching and research assistants
began a two-day walkout aimed at
winning official recognition for their
union.
Students anis ing on campus for
morning classes were urged by pickets to show their support for the
.1.200 -member union by boycotting
classes, and many. students appeared
to he doing just that.
With final exams only two weeks
away Sproul Plaia was strangely
still as pickets carried placards and
handed out information to publici/e
their action. The demonstrators
chanted. "Hey. hey! Ho. ho! Union
busting’s got to go!"
We are trying not to insist that
people don’t cross our line. But it
they do. we’re asking that they show
support...
said organi/er Eric
lakini. who said students were
asked to wear yellow armbands if

Solemn singing

they decided to attend class.
Rhodney Ward, a 23 -year -old junior. decided to skip class and loin
the picket line.
"My educational quality is tied to
the quality of life and work for the
teaching assistants:. he said. "It
they’re Os era helmed is ith too much
work and can’t make ends meet with
what they’re getting paid. that means
my educational quality is hurting...
Seventy-one professors in 10 departments said they would support
the walkout by canceling their
classes.
The Association of Graduate Student Employees %%ants the university
to recogni/e its members as unix ersky employees and itself as a union
so it can negotiate better pay and
benefits and improved working conditions.
Rut schoiil officials consider assistant teaching and research duties
part oh graduate snideins. educational experience.

I What your vote means:
SJSU students will vote Wednesday and
Thursday on a referendum calling for a $10
Instructional Related Activities fee increase.
A yes vote
means:

A no vote
means:

he

-Increase IRA fees from
$5 to $15 per student per
semester.
Release the A.S. from
any responsibility for
funding IRAs.
"Place total responsibility
for IRA funding in the
hands of the university.
May take effect in Fall,
1989.

Maintain existing $5 fee.
Lets stand the 1986
"Spartan Excellence"
referendum, which
requires the A.S. to use at
least 30% of fee revenues
to fund IRAs.
Maintain relationship with
IRA committee, which
provides a majority of IRA
funding.
Spartan Daly graphic

L isa Isaacs

students Stephen Guggenhehn and Scott CuggenFormer
helm at a me 00000 rial senice Wednesday for the 6 million JeNss killed

-------

Daily staff photographer

during %mid %%lir II and the Holocaust. The strike marked
Ilashoah Day, a Holocaust observance holiday.

4

---------

SANTA CLARA VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER IS
CELEBRATING NURSE APPRECIATION WEEK

ASP10/
WEEKEND
WARRIOR!
1.
CELEBRATION OF NURSING NIGHT WILL BE IN THE
CAFETERIA CONFERENCE ROOM WEDNESDAY MAY 10TH.

The Santa Clara Valley Medical
Center Community is making a
special effort this week to show
appreciation for the dedication
of the nurses who make quality
care possible. (We hope that
you were able to meet some of
them at the Health Faire in
Oakrige Mall on Saturday).

Awards ceremonies and receptions
are planned for each shift. We are
proud of our nurses!
New graduates and other members
of the nursing profession are
invited to join hospital staff and
hear more about what our nurses
are doing at VMC.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
(Call for further information)
Adult Critical Care information Night
Wednesday, June 14, 1989 (7p.m.)
Training Begins July 17
New Grads Welcome
Medical/Surgical New Grad Program
Begins July 17, 1989

Nursing Administration
Santa Clara Valley Medical Center
751 South Bascom Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 299-5157

THIS BUD’S
FOR YOU:

I hursday . May 4, 1989/Spartatt

Stanford minorities charge discrimination Van de Kamp’s stance
S1 \
URI) t VIII
lila, I.. His
palm . female. disabled and gay
55111 kels al S1,19101,1 1:91set,,IN
they hay e been denied pionnition,
Iodi,
untlerpanl and unisticatet1
\
isms and Managers
I Ile Lliarpe, Of dist..11111111,111111
do/ell
sidle Wade by 111014: 111.ill
be101e .11111)111141
el111)10ees
ill ,.1s11
laii yii s called togethei
hi the United Stanford Workers at
stantoid s I ,ii
1 he healing had ow legal standing.
hut .1 1,111111 icon,’ sits k..1,1 and the
whin,’ 5, di

ommendations to the union and the
umversity. The union represents
about 1 . 100 of the inure than 6.000
null Lk Lilts norkers at Stamm ii
Stantind officials Jet:hued imitations to attend the heanng, inud some
kiwi objected to the bioad entic ism
leyeled al the um y eisity
"I think this v.as cleanly set up as
Ii rum based on the premise that
Staillord
done
has
something
is
said Priscilla Wheeler.
Stanhird attorney and chief labor ne
gonator
Vi heelei noted Mat the hilts ersity

Pac Bell removes ads;
hygenists blame dentist
for phone book problem
I S’S I lt
CSI’(\
API
l’a
Ben said l’ilesdai it is ill
Little the
I )ental its gems’s"
in the Yellin% l’ages.
V, as
higenists say
de, ision
plollipled hi piessuie nom den
’1st, that is 111 make it !Little’ tin
ltiI, 1111111 II ii,’i,ciSI,are
Pat.111k. Bell spokesywnian iVii
di ii Hines said the phone coin
pany ileciiled to es, lude the list
mg toi indepen,lent hi y geii is!.
tioni its nest edition tlmllllssltiii .1
ilIIiilll.uiliI is.111 unnamed dentist
I he dentist aiguevl his genists ale
tegtoted hi stale I.1%% to Von k only
undo ne Iii eel supeiy noon of
vlentist. she said
Ily genists. yy Ito last sell %you
the light to play tiLe inklepen
vlently undei .1 state thilot
t21,011.
their niL is legal and
that the dentist’s complaint 55 Is
patt of an et hilt by tile California
1)cril,t1 Asok Litton to tiestio the
pilot plan Hie CI) \ it.piesepis
the 14.000,1entists in Calitiona
"I think it is
conmlete :mil
total iiiiiiage. said Aaion Read.
il
Saciamento lobbyist I,
,litoini.1 Dental Hygemse
so, Litton. lepreseriting tie ilemal
1...hilit. ians
has dime es it
1 he ( 1
the \ iii to scuttle the poi
I he Health Alaimo \iv;

1,dot

Project. as the hygenists’ mo
giant is tilled.yy as Created in the
hope ill making dental care available to mole Calitinmans. half of
%s horn newt sisit the dentist
About .1’1 hy gen isis ite piaetie
nig m California untie’ the progiam. n Inch is paid for by the Office iii Staten nle Health Planning
and Des elopment.
Andrea Hines. spokesyyiiman
iii l’.lcitlL Bell’s directones dust
said she sought the opinion
It the (DA and the Caldorma
Board of Dental Lsammeis hut
had not been
pii.ssuuied.. ts
those mg:lin/Awns
II) \ athioley Paul I omhardo
said
hellees
tie hisi
s no one should .td
Yeinse dental sets ices but dentists
The CD A did not threaten
a layv suit in othemse piessine
the phone vompany to drop the
1,111112. Ile
Mlles said Pail Ic liell ss ill not
le, onside’ its ilecisiiiii mitil the
state
’
1 pilot Iiogi
and vle,i,li
sbsthit.i hy gems!.
may pia, [ice imlepenvIenily
She suit it %you’d 1)e misleading to the public aml therelore
against the lay%
till the j)tione
kompany to imply is gen 1st.. 111,i.
p1.1,11,.e ill ni’

remenitl ii Liii,ss !edged in a report by
In response to union conceal’ that
the Committee on Minority Issues the grievance procedure has not been
that more needed to be done on affir- v.orking well
200 grievances ale
mative act Mn and other racial issues. pending
Wheeler said the union
The charge of institutional racism was largely to blame for the slimand sesism made by the union’s at- ness of the procedure.
torney . she said. is "very unfair."
Stanford spokesman Bob Beyer%
"I don’t think an institution that said there are other methods of rehas institutionali/ed racism goes solving problems, such as through
through self-analysis trying to make the ombudsman’s office, the affirsure that things are progressing." mative action office and disability
she said.
resource center.
An independent survey of stall
Discrimination is treated in "a
workers on minority issues is due in rather flippant way." said EgglesJuly.
tim.

Los Angeles Treasurer
makes $12,000 error
LOS ANGELES (AP) - City
Treasurer
Leonard
Rittenberg
claimed responsibility Wednesday
for making a SI 2.000 mistake that
has drawn federal investigators into
a widening political crisis for Mayor
Tom Bradley.
Rittenbeig said his office, and not
Bradley ’s, allovved a 5600.000 depiisit in federal grant money to sit
idle in a local bank without drawing
ani interest.
Very frankly, we screwed up."
Ritienherg said, explaining the city’s
handling of funds from the federal
ih.in Mass Transportation Administration. He said he was not pressured by Bradley to make the de pm is
liradley’s relationship with the
hank. Far East National Bank, was
among the disclosures that have
prompted an investigation of the
mayor’s finances by City Attorney
James Hahn.
While briefing a city council committee about the status of his probe
Wednesday . Hahn vowed to conduct
a sa ill Ind thorough investigation
into the Lonrho -of-interest allegations ’,III iiiiinding Bradley .
Fat Fast National Bank at one
point held more than SI I million in
city money deposits and paid Bradley s 15,11110 last year as a consultant.
The mayor has since returned the
salaiy
Rittenberg said his office was notified in August 1987 that the WO.ivas deposited, but the mongy
ss as left there until November, costing the city an estimated SI 2.000 in

interest and allowing the hank to
lect it instead.
"This office was then extiemely
negligent. and I guess I’ll haye iii
lake responsibility for that. in that
we did not move that money out of
Far East National Bank. Rittenbeig
said.
The federal money had been Wiled
to the city for immediate use,
according to UMTA spokesman
Richard Centner.
F.arlier this week, the federal goy
eminent announced it was ins esti
gating why the 5600.000 given to
the city tOr a transit protect sat idle
for three months in an account tin trolled by Bradley’s office.
Rittenberg told a city council
comminee Wednesday Ilnwning that
he depinoted the funds m good faith,
without any pressure from the
mayor.
Later. as Bradley’s aides released
documents they said proved the
mayor Nits blameless. Rim:awry aL
cepted blame for the mistake
Meami lute Wednesilai . Hahn
said his tilt ice has !doled number
of BradleY shiv k nansacnons to the
Sei.unties and 1.,..hange CoomoN
le"C". ThC 111.1)"s

able deals included seyeral ills est
merits handled by Dresel Burnham
Lambert and Slit. iael Milken. the
firm’s former itink bond chief
yvas recently indicted on chaiges it
racketeering. insider trading and ‘A.’
curities tumid.

on reproductive rights
seems contradictory

SAN lRANCIS(O 1AP)
Attoniey General John Van de Kamp is
publicly touting California’s right to
priyacy as a safeguard against anything the U.S. Supreme Court does
to aboi non rights.
But he puts a different cast on the
issue in court.
At a news conference last week
coinciding with the high court’s
hearing m a major abortion case.
Van de Kamp said even a repeal of
legali/ed abortion nationwide
a
would not affect
result he opposes
(*alittii ma because of the state’s constitutional right to privacy.
That right. lie said, had been interpreted by the state Supreme Court in
1981 to protect the decision to have
an abortion. and did not depend on a
comt interpretation of the
S. Constitution.
But the .morney general appears
to take a &Hewitt view of the same
1981 decision in a case now before a
Caldtiona , hIlt, in which he de-

Nuclear-free’ ruling
could violate rights
of Oakland scientist
SAN FRANCISCO (API
-Among the clients of a conservative
legal group challenging Oakland’s
nucleal %%capons ban are an office
supply eompany whose sale of IBM
ty pe5Y I nets to the city could be
banned and a physicist vi-ho said he
,i1,1,h
1.1it he forced to report h is !V ille suit filed Tuesday by the Pacilic I egal Foundation said the ban
on flu,
ill k si itluurm
)C,I15 %% Mild %11,i.lik: the property
lights of nuclear physicist Glen
Dahlbacka h (mat.- mitt him to post a
sn2n on his !Wine during the interim
tieliod say
"Nuclear Weapons
(’,inducted Here."’ l)ahlbacka. a plaintiff in the suit, per101 mis
consulting work from his
Ill ’hilL’

0

The Beach Comes To

San Jose State

fends a state lavi, requiring parental
consent for a minor’s abortion.
The 1981 ruling "did not pilgrim
to be making new law concerning .1
woman’s privacy rights," said Ikp
uty Attorney (ieneral klisabetti
Brandt in court papers representing
Van de Kamp. the principal de
fendant in the case. The state Coma’
tution. she wrote at another point.
does not go beyond the Li.S. Coma,
union in protecting "the exercise t
procreative choices.
Brandt and another Van the Kam:
aide said Tuesday that the anomie
general wasn’t contradicting hia
self, because the issues iii the cas, are different. Rut Van de Kamp
tone, at least, is strikingl%. ditteiet
in the two contexts
At the Sacramento nevi. comet
eller. the Moine!, ecneral. a Dcin,,
cratic hopeful for gosernor in 19,81
spoke to reassure v,iiiiien about .11,-.
tion rights and to portiay himself as I
supporter of those rights

The law also infringes on his freedom of speech and requires him to
report to the city on his research. violating federal secrecy lays,. said the
suit, filed in U.S. District Court.
The measure is invalid for several
other reasons, among them because
nuclear weapons ivork is "an integral part of the federal poYeniment’s
national defense policy
Any at
tempt to "punish" sellers tfl
1
rich. such as HMI i
v, hose manufacturers
l.1IIIIII,u at
with and contract with" the goy ciii
ment in nuclear weapons \sort, Intel
fere% with that policy. the suit said
The suit claims a city has no right
to regulate an area, like nucleal
weapons, that is controlled by led
eral policy .

Presents
The Associated Students Program Board of San Jose State University

the 9th annual
(11

Sunday
May 7, 1989
Noon-6 p.m.
San Jose State
University
(Fountain Area

Admission Free
For more info call 924-6261

Starring:

Otis Rush
in an exclustve tai,

Area iippi..11,111(

TONIGHT
Featuring:

Thursday, May 4th is
Ft. Lauderdale Night II
Win a trip for 2 to Ft. Lauderdale
Kamikazi Contest

Moses Rascoe

BBQ at the Beach 8-9:30
The Bay Area’s Latest Happy Hour
p
_.16/411117

175 N. San Pedro

298-WAVE

Food and Crafts and lots of fun!
by Associm,d ’ml iiti’riis

Little John Chrisley
The John Garcia Band
Lady Bianca Thornton
Johnny Heartsman
Earl Brown

I
Norma.

MK HUN
DRY

0
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Bloom County

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOUNORY PARTY MAY Sth 66511-12
S-JSU WIN Fenny, 1036 $ Seh
SI Dinner, drinks. dancing. Ilse
band Ticket. 87 eds... W al
ilooe Tickets welleble et AS
PPM.. Office. rot 235 oe al
foundry
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for cone. nudenisi
Just send a sett addressed

al

W KAIHATSte
*Tenn.
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St , Boy
5, Philadelphia, Pe 19147 Apply
today for your Where.

Ill

NEECI MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We have quality plans at low
prices Monthly Prrns amenable
Call Mark Ellice al (40)9943-9190
for no obligation quote

151

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now. Save your Wells eye.
and Money too Cleanings end olfloe visite at no charge For brochure see A 5 offic or Student
Health C.enter or call (408)371.
6811 in Win Jose

III

406.976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest? Romance,
friendship.
adventure.
Lane your message or you can
hear six mum.es trots others,
try II. you’ll be gled you did Cell
daily.
1.1.sapes cher.. frequently Only 52
any loll

AUTOMOTIVE
cedes, Corvettes, Chevy& Surplus Buyers Guide 1-60243688E5 Eat 04250
BUY A NEW CAR hassle Wm tor less
mo.y You pick Ihe model. make
and accensories We find you the
best deal, no obligation independent broker, references call KEN
II 728-0639
CHEVY SPORTS COUPE. 1983 CITATION X-11 Low blue book 064
sod ps pb pwr windows. Ir,
crul. cnti. elm ten stereo, new
Pekes,

clutch.

muffler.

$2250 Eves 267-5476.
PROVIDE

SUMMER

STORAGE for
your car In exchange for occasional use Call 259-5727

SEIZED CARS. trucks. boats, 4 wheel Ns. motorfromes, by FBI, IRS,

IC

DEA

Available your sr. now
Call (605) 682.7555, art C-1255
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
91 you where your. going Special payment plan & eesy credit

.11
II

for students BA .1 Motors, corner
of 151 & Virginia. 796 S 141 St.
San Jose. 268-6016
82 JETTA - Most sell - 92 thousand
miles Call or leave message 9785872
’II HONDA hatchback Auto caste..
456 mikes. reliable. $2700
733-2954

Call

81 TOYOTA 4 x 4, great condition.
83K rni , big tires. roll bars, lights.
campershell. 54700 ho Call 9762052
65 MUSTANG 200 cu an 6 cyl. auto
trans runs good $3200 be 9247100 days 629-7753....
1964 NISSAN SE117RA 5 door, 5 spd,
53500 Great condition, now tires.
971-2339 ask for RON

COMPUTERS
NEW
.

APPLE

LASER

WRITER

IISC

only 100 pg. printed. 014150 Cell
247.1735 Jack or (415) 5663742

WE -PAY CASH for 0006 MAC drives.
MAC SE, P52 Cell John at 9465015

FOR SALE

Amen. - Do your shopping WM
Avon! Avoid crowds A let me
serve you WE 5 30-5:30 Jane
251-5612
CHEER UP. I’m hiring Due to expansion. I need mono peopie to eern
$150 to $500 01.1 101 part time
hours doing a pho. promotion
Guaranteed salary bonuses We
train Call Dove 408-727-0447

basebell card learnset Send to
P 0 Box 277926. Sscremento Ca
95927-7926
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES
front $1 (U repair) Delinquent ta
property

Repo...ions Can I-

602-638-8685. xl G144250

MATTRESS SETS. NEW.. BEDS.
Twin $65. full $89. queen 0129,
king 5188 You get both pieces
B unk.. $129 Bedframes ovenabh now If your bed On 1 giving
You the comfort or the support
you Mee, why not gel nen bed?
Our beds are very cornforlable &
cheap COI 945-8558

GREEK
HEY SUZY APL PHA PHI. Mickey and
Minnie .y theme for making
Mike’s last PD his bast one
You’re better than ,.0

POSITIONS
AVAILFull and p411 110. perm,
nein posnions available Northern
California Nannies, 175 San AntoABLE

nio Rd . Suite 112, L. Altos. Ca
94022, (415) 949-2933
COMPANIONS NEEDED tor disabled
children dults We train, pl time,
g reat lob for students. choice of
geog

sr. Most be 18, have
phone A transp CAR (415) 9642259
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed al reskiential 1.11111.5 for
young adults A adoleNent with
autism & mien. disabilities Full
and part time positions avallabie
Starling $6-86 25111 Call (408)

CUSTOMER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Merit.. Ca...vision
has immediate openings tor
bright. enthusiastic, Individuals
with exc communication skills &
custom*, contact .op Good ca.
neer oppty In exciting, fast-growing Industry Phone. computer,
sales sop desirable Good education A bilingual are pluses No
phone calls please Apply In person al 234 E Gish Rd San Jone
or send resume to Hentag Cablevision, P000. 114. San Jose, Ca
95103-0114 EOE M F
DOWNTOWN

REAL ESTATE office
needs mature secretary receptionist 2 pentimers or more to All
hrs of 65.111-F Good not last typing must Good pay, based on
. op, & skills May trein some
Apply regardless of avail hrs
calling Ray 296-5522 (eves 5590232)

EULIPIA

RESTAURANT Is seeking
bartenders. busters. &
book.
keeper Flex hr., call 280-6161,

chenwegneddrees

HELP WANTED
AD ASST OFFICE MGR

Ad agency
seeicsessistant to support principal. Sot egency environment al.
lows neve of many facets of adDuties

incl

admin.

blekpIng, & clerical support Good
org .41116 detailed oriented. & 4050 rpm required WP preferred
Call Robert at (408)7394540
ADDRESS ENVELOPES 8500 00 A up
per eve. Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES, P0 Bow 3247. San
Jose. CA 95116
DURESS ENVELOPES $500 00 up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
A.soCleinee, PO BOX 3247, San
Jose, CA 95156 Need 25 people
ADVERTISING SALES

Gain the best

busInees expe.lence &
large linancial benefits by adding
Ad .pace 0th. most respected
national code. map.. Cernlocal
pus Con.ction wants
sakes rep wrIth the ...my tkne
to wort & Mem about the fed business on your campus in then. 2
mos We provide training & support You weir* imp SS awnmiseloese A powerhoune your reA
O’Neil
I
need
name
1161100.101. student Cell Jay WMASAP
MM.
(101)1116-11171

before

gradual. nettive-German speaker
who Is comfortable using
Macintosh Cali 195-7600

rized fencing server. pron. you
with
custom list of sourcae
Alger you PI out dna form, our

TRANSLATOR

WANTED

5

EST

Nero. AD GRUNT Meint
lypir 40-90 tern and be waling lo
do everythippthet’s legal COO

/GENCY

Cathy (406)739-4843
11401.3UAL who
(090 selling Me Public own.
PT FT. work st sell Mere". Maly Hee. phone* A NINA
015181 61 nen & orgended Cal

AGGRESSIVE

7111671178
; ATTENTION - 1.11411101 Gevernment
9171140.11111,486,
jill-your
:
C4111-1192431411116, let RS210.
AUTOMATED VAC EOPIIT. OPERA-

Uppen

DATA

envision

ENTRY

pert -time.

min SO WPM, go. communiselion Prefer.. spoken Eppel, &
Spanish Contort PAC LUTRAN
(40)9 279-2050
WANTED DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
& busboy Call Miec at Minato Jep&nese Restaurant 9969711
WORKERS NEEDED TO stall events
It SJSU Roc Center. Shoreline
Amp . Si Cony Ctr and more
Concerts, sports & privne per
IP. it you are looking to .rn
exlt, money based on your even(415)366-9946
$6-$41hr to start SO positions RN.
lion Security, no lap new FT PT,
day swing grave

501115

Weekly

pay dental need benefits We are
looking tor friendly poops to
work In HI -Inch
Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Bind. Santa Clara (between San
Torn. A Olson)
SINGLES MAGAZINE Needs (2) P.
lice dolls (1) grophk artin (1)
(I) marketing person
driver
Close to campus Flexible hr.
PT FT 54 65-57 50 hr Call 986-

HOUSING
PRIV Intl 201k tIm SJSU Kil prey no
smkg Prefer upper level reap stud.. 297-7679
PROF going on SABBATICAL 4 berm,
ZbIh turn house
Ju. to
January Nice neighborhood. 10
010 10 SJSU. $1250 mo. Ind gardener. 267-7757
REPOSSESSED VA A HUE) HOMES
oval/able from government from
SI without crecill chock You repair Also tax delinquent foreclo-

PERSON

Apply before 5 16 at OBI* Room
206 or call Bonnie Ball at 924-

sures Dell (805) 6112.7555. an
1513 tor repo list you. area

H-

pool, spa. S J Quiet lIsp N S.
0111 & dap (408) 2728345 no
8274
4 bdrm, 2 Ph, 201 N 51h St , carpets.
drapes 51000. refrig, newly remodeled Victorian
Staff only

nes* scientific. & political 00001.
1100S In home country for consulting assistance For into send

5600 mo Call 268-0439

ADOPTION. Nuturing couple wants to
shower newborn with love. laughter. and security

Expenses paid

ADOPTION -THE

LOVING

OPTION...

Happily married couple wish to
adopt your newborn or infant
Please call collect tor more information (406)335-5970
ECCLESIA GNOSTIC* SACRAMEN
TORUN For gnostic.. religion is
God.

sense

of

mystery,

not

resume to RCS Int’1.700 St Marys
Pi
Suite 1400 San Antonio.
TO 75286-..4444611.4111.11-Psace--Mm-06.-14-101. 7 P.M Sundays
at the Vivan Chapel et Me lot
GARDNER-HANDYMAN,
57 hr
United Methodist Church, 24 N
steady.
every
Sunday
9AM5Ih St. San Joss We also train
NOON Ballorn.Forworthy wee
clergy, both mole and female. who
Most have car 37741413 eves
Share our vision For further infor-

fundable)

1.518-459-3811.
F404 for Fennel List 24 HRS

st

JOAN A DAVID at Ann Taylor hos full
& pert time posllions for setts s -

round

& year
positions available now

Salory lifeguards 55 SO -56 40 hr
Pool Managers 57 00.5060 hr
Call 942-2470
NEED OUT GOING people. must sing
for telecom service Can make
$100

per day Call 295-2732

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - home month Cali
5-1062

(805) 682-7555. st
PARTY

YOUR

WAY

THROUGH

SCHOOL. While building your
own women
Penton clothing
business in your spare Ihne Es.
cell.Ot income potential Fun &
easy
Training provided
978.
1577
PASSPORT UNLIMITED is hiring for
Spring Mangeling Campaign Rep
4 star restaurants
25 hr wk
$15000 guaranteed Kevin 7279962

WEST

RECRUITER

GOLDEN

EMPLOYMENT

service
seeks career minded individual
that likes to work in fan paced
onic environment Will be interviewing, screening and placing
applicents with ouf clients You
will recruit clerical light industrial, accounting Ern technical
people WIII work wIth our automated

applicant

retrieval

com-

puter system to match our applicants with job orders Clients
include high tech. Industrial. wry.
Ice and retail comport., Will
han. wide rang. of duties Es
cellont advancement oppotlunlties Golden Wen Is on Inc 500
co (o,40 of the fewest growing
firms in the nnion) Degree helpfur 04.1 not required Ann Rich V
Gold. West, 3140 DeLaCrue
Blvd
#110. Santa Clore, Cl
95054.

mation, call 374-74541evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
heir removed forever Specialist
very
own
Confidential.
your
probe 247-7486. 335 5 Baywood
Ave, San Jose
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GRADUATE UP
MAY 1 - 5

ALL DEPARTMENTS

Buy an Everex TShirt and get...

SPRING CLEANING
SIDEWALK SALE
MAY 1 - 5

Everex T-Shirt Only
$2,181.00
Not a bad deal when you COnstcler that
this Macintosh System’ normally goes
for $2,348.00.

FEATURED:

USED BOOKS 590 EA

2/$1.00

OR

1. Macintosh Plus CPU’
2. Everex 20 Hardrive’
3. Imagewriter II
Printer’
4. Microsoft Word’
5. Hypercard’
6. Apple Care’
7. System Saver
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